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"The dead can't lie. At least, not to me."With the dangerous Milus Dei cult collapsed, Gideon Black
is trying to get used to his new life as a half-Fae, and the DeathSpeaker -- a legendary Other with
the ability to compel the dead to speak. But when freshly murdered bodies turn up in New York with
ankh-and-sword tattoos identifying them as cult members, Gideon realizes the battle is far from
over.While dealing with a singing dead man and a powerful Seelie noble out for revenge, Gideon
discovers that the remaining Milus Dei survivors have skipped town. Their new target: his werewolf
friend Sadie's estranged pack in the Appalachian Mountains.Sadie's younger sister has been
abducted, and Gideon and his newfound brother Taeral offer to help get her back. But the rescue
mission soon turns deadly as they uncover the cult's true target -- and find that Milus Dei is not only
far bigger than the New York branch, but also developing a biological weapon to turn their soldiers
into unstoppable killing machines, capable of taking down any Other.And Sadie's blood holds the
key to perfecting that weapon.
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Man, this was EXCITING! I was pleasantly surprised when I received a newsletter mail that said
book #2 was already out, considering book #1, Wrong Side of Hell, was released only in January.
Hey, quick release time between the two, I'm so NOT complaining! I was happy being back with
Gideon and the gang.The book just went so fast -- and I felt like I didn't have time to catch my
breath. From the start where Gideon went to that new corpse until the very end. At first, I was a little
miffed whenever Gideon passed out or lost consciousness (duly noted, most of the times, he was
shot, rammed by cattle prod, or tortured) ... but then he was awesome when he finally able to get
hold of his power. Hell yeah, Gideon kicked ass!!In addition to the search rescue party, there was a
very huge twist regarding Reun, the Seelie noble who worked with Milus Dei in the previous book,
which I totally didn't see coming. It was an interesting progress and I would love to see how that
worked out.So yep, I enjoyed the hell out of this ... and I even feel okay with the lack of romance in
it. Sadie, as the only major female character, still has complicated relationship with Taeral. So I
don't want to see that becoming love triangle or something. I can't wait for the next book -- and I
hope that it is being released as quickly as this one did *grin*

I am so hooked on this series! I loved the first book, it was just outstanding. How often is it that a
second book in a series is EVEN BETTER than the first? But Sonya Bateman did it! My favorite
parts involved the amazing scenes in the woodland bunkers. And my favorite new character (after
Gideon, Sadie, Taeral, and Daoin) is CHESTER! Oh my gosh, he is such a great addition to this
story already rich in vibrant, diverse characters. And wow, does this author know how to write
action/fight scenes. I couldn't stop reading and craved it every time I had to go to work or do
something other than read. A highly recommended, highly polished, well-crafted, totally absorbing
tale.Very excited about the next books in the series, please write fast Ms. Bateman!

A fine urban fantasy with a new twist on the supernatural creature lores. Works well if a little rushed
at times. Certainly this second book has significantly more depth and I am hoping that trend
continues. No spoilers here as in any review I give, but fans of Kevin Hearne, Jim Butcher and the
like will love this series. I certainly do.

I've become intrigued by the Fae/Halfie/Werewolf trio. I look forward to all three having more depth
and history brought out and then intertwined amongst each other. My only complaint is the repeated
use of God's name in vain, specifically "G-- da--". He gets no mention other than that.

I have enjoyed this book and the first one in the series. The writing is good. I enjoy the characters
and the fantasy world the author has created. It really is an excellent book, so don't let what annoys
me keep you from purchasing it.i have a pet peeve. I really dislike authors to become fixated on a
single word. All too frequently the word is *smirk*. Everyone smirks with regularity. This author,
according to my Kindle count, has smirking people smirking 21 times in this book. Stop. Just stop.
Find another word.

I have enjoyed reading both of the books in the DeathSpeaker Codex very much. I just wish the
author would stop using the word "smirk". Just ... stop it.Still, I liked these books so much I read
them both in one day and I look forward to reading the third tomorrow.

This is a fun book. It's very violent, I think even more so than the last book. The book was pretty
much nonstop action, which can get a little tedious. I would like a bit more character development,
maybe even a little time for them to process the horrific torture they keep going through. The world
still feels kind of flat, and I don't know very much about anything. I appreciate the efforts to avoid an
info dump, but even just a little exploration would be nice. No cliffhangers, no love triangle. That's
two huge positives!I do think I'll read the next, if it's available on Unlimited. I'm not desperate for it,
though.

Seriously, this is one of the most compelling new novel's I've read in a long time! Sonya Batemen
joins the ranks for ME, as a handful of wonderful authors who's books I will read sight unseen.
Didn't read book one? What are you waiting for? Pick it up, if you're a fan of Jim Butcher, Kim
Harrison? You'll love it!
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